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Abstract. We show that Kelley-Morse set theory does not prove the class
Fodor principle, the assertion that every regressive class function F : S → Ord
defined on a stationary class S is constant on a stationary subclass. Indeed,
for every ω ≤ λ ≤ Ord, it is relatively consistent with KM that there is a
class function F : Ord → λ that is not constant on any stationary class,
and moreover λ is the least ordinal for which such a counterexample function
exists. As a corollary of this result, it is consistent with KM that there is a
class A ⊆ ω × Ord,
T such that each section An = { α | (n, α) ∈ A } contains a
class club, but n An is empty. Consequently, it is relatively consistent with
KM that the class club filter is not σ-closed.

1. Introduction
The class Fodor principle is the assertion that every regressive class function
F : S → Ord defined on a stationary class S is constant on a stationary subclass
of S. This statement can be expressed in the usual second-order language of set
theory, and the principle can therefore be sensibly considered in the context of any
of the various second-order set-theoretic systems, such as Gödel-Bernays GBC set
theory or Kelley-Morse KM set theory. Just as with the classical Fodor’s lemma
in first-order set theory, the class Fodor principle is equivalent, over a weak base
theory, to the assertion that the class club filter is normal (see theorem 5). We
shall investigate the strength of the class Fodor principle and try to find its place
within the natural hierarchy of second-order set theories. We shall also define and
study weaker versions of the class Fodor principle.
If one tries to prove the class Fodor principle by adapting one of the classical
proofs of the first-order Fodor’s lemma, then one inevitably finds oneself needing
to appeal to a certain second-order class-choice principle, which goes beyond the
axiom of choice and the global choice principle, and which is not available in KelleyMorse set theory [GH]. For example, in one standard proof, we would want for a
given Ord-indexed sequence of non-stationary classes to be able to choose for each
member of it a class club that it misses. This would be an instance of class-choice,
since we seek to choose classes here, rather than sets. The class choice principle
CC(Π02 ), it turns out, is sufficient for us to make these choices, for this principle
states that if every ordinal α admits a class A witnessing a Π02 -assertion ϕ(α, A),
allowing class parameters, then there is a single class B ⊆ Ord × V , whose slices
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Bα witness ϕ(α, Bα ); and the property of being a class club avoiding a given class
is Π02 expressible.
Thus, the class Fodor principle, and consequently also the normality of the class
club filter, is provable in the relatively weak second-order set theory GBC+CC(Π02 ),
as shown in theorem 7. This theory is known to be weaker in consistency strength
than the theory GBC + Π11 -comprehension, which is itself strictly weaker in consistency strength than KM. But meanwhile, although the class choice principle is
weak in consistency strength, it is not actually provable in KM; indeed, even the
weak fragment CC(Π01 ) is not provable in KM. Those results were proved several
years ago by the first two authors [GH]. In light of those results, however, one
should perhaps not have expected to be able to prove the class Fodor principle in
KM.
Indeed, it follows similarly from arguments of the third author in [Kar18] that if
κ is an inaccessible cardinal, then there is a forcing extension V [G] with a symmetric
M
) is a model
submodel M such that VκM = Vκ , which implies that M = (Vκ , ∈, Vκ+1
of Kelley-Morse, and in M, the class Fodor principle fails in a very strong sense.
Main Theorem. Kelley-Morse set theory KM, if consistent, does not prove the
class Fodor principle. Indeed, every model of KM can be extended to a model of
KM with the same first-order part, but with a class function F : Ord → ω, which is
not constant on any stationary class; in this model, therefore, the class club filter
is not σ-closed.
The proof is a combination of the ideas from [Kar18] and the methods of [GH], as
well as new results on class club shooting.
We shall also investigate various weak versions of the class Fodor principle.
Definition 1.
(1) For a cardinal κ, the class κ-Fodor principle asserts that every class function
F : S → κ defined on a stationary class S ⊆ Ord is constant on a stationary
subclass of S.
(2) The class <Ord-Fodor principle is the assertion that the κ-class Fodor
principle holds for every cardinal κ.
(3) The bounded class Fodor principle asserts that every regressive class function F : S → Ord on a stationary class S ⊆ Ord is bounded on a stationary
subclass of S.
(4) The very weak class Fodor principle asserts that every regressive class function F : S → Ord on a stationary class S ⊆ Ord is constant on an unbounded subclass of S.
We shall separate these principles as follows.
Theorem 2. Suppose KM is consistent.
(1) There is a model of KM in which the class Fodor principle fails, but the
class <Ord-Fodor principle holds.
(2) There is a model of KM in which the class ω-Fodor principle fails, but the
bounded class Fodor principle holds.
(3) There is a model of KM in which the class ω-Fodor principle holds, but the
bounded class Fodor principle fails.
(4) GB− proves the very weak class Fodor principle.
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Finally, we show that the class Fodor principle can be neither created nor destroyed by set forcing.
Theorem 3. The class Fodor principle is invariant by set forcing over models of
GBC− . That is, it holds in an extension if and only if it holds in the ground model.
Let us conclude the introduction by mentioning the following easy negative instance of the class Fodor principle for certain GBC models. This argument seems to
be a part of set-theoretic folklore. Namely, consider an ω-standard model of GBC
set theory M having no VκM that is a model of ZFC. A minimal transitive model
of ZFC, for example, has this property. Inside M , let F (κ) be the least n such that
VκM fails to satisfy Σn -collection. This is a definable class function F : OrdM → ω
in M , but it cannot be constant on any stationary class in M , because by the reflection theorem, for every n < ω, there is a class club of cardinals κ such that VκM
satisfies Σn -collection.

2. Second-order set theories
We shall express all our second-order set-theories in a two-sorted language, with
separate variables for sets and classes, and a binary relation ∈ used both for the
membership relation on sets a ∈ b and also for membership of a set in a class a ∈ A.
Models of these theories, in the Henkins semantics, can be taken to have the form
M = M, ∈M , C , where M is the collection of sets in the model and C is the
collection of classes A with A ⊆ M .
Let us briefly review the principal second-order set theories we shall consider.
Gödel-Bernays set theory GB asserts ZF for the first-order part of the structure, plus
extensionality for classes, the replacement axiom for class functions, and the classcomprehension axiom, which asserts that every first-order formula, allowing set and
class parameters, defines a class. The theory GB + AC includes the axiom of choice
for sets, and the theory GBC includes the global choice principle, which asserts
that there is a well-order of the sets in type Ord. The natural weakenings GB−
and GBC− drop the power set axiom, asserting only ZF− for the first-order part
(when dropping the power set axiom, be sure to use the collection and separation
schemes in ZF− , instead of just replacement, in light of [GHJ16]).
A hierarchy of theories grows above GBC by strengthening the class comprehension axiom into the second-order language. The theory GBC + Π1n -comprehension,
for example, allows class comprehension for Π1n -expressible properties, with class
parameters. Growing in power as n increases, this hierarchy culminates ultimately
in Kelley-Morse set theory KM, which is GBC together with the full second-order
class comprehension scheme.
Recent work has revealed a central role in the hierarchy for the principle of elementary transfinite recursion ETR, which asserts that every first-order definable
class recursion along a class well-order, including orders longer than Ord, has a
solution (see [GH16, GHH+ 17]). The principle is naturally stratified according to
the length of the class well order. The principle ETROrd , for example, asserting
solutions for class recursions of length Ord, is equivalent to the assertion that every
class forcing notion admits a forcing relation [GHH+ 17]; and the principle ETRω ,
for class recursions of length ω, is equivalent to the assertion that every structure
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hV, ∈, Ai, for any class A, admits a first-order truth predicate; the Tarskian recursive definition of truth is, after all, a recursion of length ω on formulas1. In this
way, the restricted ETR principles span the region between GBC and GBC + Π11 comprehension, which proves ETR.
Next, let’s introduce the class choice principles. An enumerated collection of
classes hXa | a ∈ Ai indexed by a class A in a model of second-order set theory is
coded in the model, if there is a class X ⊆ A×V , whose slices Xa = { x | (a, x) ∈ X }
are exactly the corresponding classes on the sequence.
The class choice principle CC is the assertion that for any class A and class
parameter Z, if for every a ∈ A there is a class X with ϕ(a, X, Z), where ϕ is any
assertion in the second-order language of set theory, then there is a coded sequence
of classes choosing such witnesses; that is, there is a class X ⊆ A × V , such that
ϕ(a, Xa , Z) for every a ∈ A. Stratifying this axiom scheme, let CC(Π0n ) be the
principle resulting when we allow ϕ only of complexity Π0n , and similarly for other
levels of complexity. The axiom CCκ is the case A = κ.
The first and second authors showed in [GH] that Kelley-Morse set theory does
not prove class choice, even for Π01 assertions, in fact, it does not even prove the
principle CCω (Π01 ). Meanwhile, the theories KM and KM + CC are equiconsistent,
as shown by Marek [Mar73], because the ‘constructible universe’ of a KM-model
(where one not only restricts the sets to those in the constructible hierarchy up to
Ord, but also restricts the classes to those with codes appearing in the constructible
hierarchy at some coded meta-ordinal stage above Ord in the corresponding unrolled
structure obtained from the model) satisfies KM + CC. This equivalence holds
level-by-level, so that GBC + Π1n -comprehension is equiconsistent with GBC + Π1n comprehension together with CC(Π1n ). Similarly, Kameryn Williams [Wil18] proved
that the consistency of GBC + ETR implies the consistency of GBC together with
class choice for first-order assertions, thereby providing an upper bound on the
consistency strength of GBC with the class Fodor principle; his dissertation [Wil18]
is an excellent resource for all these matters. Note that because GBC + CC(Π02 )
proves the class Fodor principle, while KM does not, our main theorem provides
natural instances of non-linearity in the hierarchy of second-order set theories.
Figure 1 shows the implication diagram for the hierarchy of second-order theories
(except that there should be additional arrows, which we omitted for clarity, from
KM + bounded class Fodor and KM + <Ord-Fodor to the corresponding respective
GBC theories at the bottom left). Many of the arrows in the diagram, but not all,
are also strict consistency strength implications. For example, the ETR principles
rise in consistency strength. Yet, we’ve mentioned that KM + CC is equiconsistent
with KM; it follows that all the various class Fodor principles are equiconsistent
over KM. We will show in Corollary 24 that it is also the case that the class
Fodor principles are equiconsistent over GBC. So, in particular, the class Fodor
principle does not have any strength. In terms of consistency strength, the entire
diagram does not vary much, since even KM + CC + class-DC2 at the top is strictly
below ZFC+ one inaccessible cardinal. The diagram contains numerous secondorder principles of interest, whose meaning we will not explain in this article, but
1The converse direction was pointed out to the second author by Kentaro Fujimoto in a private
communication.
2Class-DC is a version of dependent choice for classes asserting that any definable relation on
classes without terminal nodes has a branch of length ω.
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KM + CC + class-DC

KM + CC

=

GB + CC

KM + CC<Ord
KM + class Fodor principle

KM + CCκ
KM + <Ord-Fodor

KM + bounded class Fodor
KM
GBC + Π11 -comprehension
GBC + Determinacy for open class games

GBC + ETR

=

GBC + Determinacy for clopen class games

GBC + CC(Π02 )

GBC + ETROrd·ω

GBC + class Fodor principle

GBC + Class forcing theorem = GBC + ETROrd
= GBC + truth predicates for LOrd,ω (∈, A)
= GBC + truth predicates for LOrd,Ord (∈, A)
= GBC + Ord-iterated truth predicates
= GBC + Boolean set-completions exist =
GBC + Determinacy for clopen class games of rank Ord + 1

GBC + ETR<Ord

=

GBC + ∀A∃α-iterated truth predicates

GBC + ETRα

=

GBC + α-iterated truth predicates

GBC + <Ord-Fodor
GBC + ETRω
GBC + bounded class Fodor
GBC + Conα (GBC)

GBC + Con(GBC)

GBC

Figure 1. The hierarchy of second-order set theories

which we felt should be added for completeness. The interested reader can find a
discussion of these various principles in [GHH+ 17] and [AFG].
We say that a class A ⊆ Ord is in the class club filter, if A contains a class club.
The filter itself is not a class, nor even coded as a class; it is nevertheless sensible
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to refer to the filter in our models by viewing it as a second-order definable metaclass, a predicate on the classes. The class club filter is ≤α-closed for an ordinal
α, if whenever hAξ | ξ < αi is a coded T
collection of classes Aξ ⊆ Ord, each in the
class club filter, then the intersection ξ Aξ is also in the class club filter. This
is expressible in the second-order language of set theory. Similarly, the class club
filter is normal, if whenever hAξ | ξ ∈ Ordi is a coded collection of classes in the
class club filter, then its diagonal intersection is also in the class club filter.
3. Positive instances of the class Fodor principle
Let us begin with the observation that GB− , without any choice principle at all,
proves the very weak class Fodor principle. A version of this theorem was observed
by Walter Neumer in 1951 [Neu51].
Theorem 4 (The very weak class Fodor principle). Assume GB− . Then every
regressive class function F : S → Ord defined on a stationary class S is constant
on an unbounded subclass A ⊆ S.
Proof. Assume that S is a stationary class of ordinals and F (γ) < γ for all γ ∈ S.
If F is not constant on any unbounded subclass of S, then for every ordinal γ, there
is the (least) ordinal bound βγ on the pre-image of γ under F . That is, F (α) 6= γ
for all α ≥ βγ . The function γ 7→ βγ is first-order definable from F and therefore
forms a class in GB− . Let C be the class of closure points of this function, so
θ ∈ C if and only if βγ < θ for every γ < θ. This is a closed unbounded class of
ordinals. Since S is stationary, there is some θ ∈ C ∩ S. But notice that F (θ) 6= γ
for every γ < θ, since βγ < θ for all such γ. This contradicts our assumption that
F is regressive on S.

It follows that for any regressive function F : S → Ord defined on a stationary
class S and any coded sequence of closed unbounded classes hCα | α ∈ Ordi, the
function F has constant value γ on a subclass T ⊆ S such that T ∩Cα is unbounded
for every α. This follows from the above theorem because the diagonal intersection
C = 4α Cα is club and F is regressive on S ∩ C, which is itself a stationary class,
and so there is an unbounded class T ⊆ S ∩ C on which F is constant.
Note that one cannot omit or even weaken the assumption that S is stationary in
theorem 4, because if S is not stationary, then there is a closed unbounded class of
ordinals C ⊆ Ord disjoint from S, and in this case the function F (γ) = sup(C ∩ γ)
is regressive on S, but not constant on any unbounded class.
The proof of theorem 4 can similarly be used to show in ZF− that every regressive
function on a regular cardinal is constant on an unbounded subset.
We observe next that the classical equivalence between Fodor’s lemma and the
normality of the class club filter translates to the class version.
Theorem 5. The following are equivalent over GB− .
(1) The class Fodor principle.
(2) The class club filter is normal.
Proof. (1 → 2) Assume that the class Fodor principle holds, and suppose that we
have a coded Ord-sequence hAα | α < Ordi of classes Aα , each of which contains
a class club. Note that we cannot necessarily choose these clubs, since GB− and,
indeed, even KM does not prove the class-choice principle CC. But we can appeal to
the class Fodor principle. If the diagonal intersection A = 4α Aα does not contain
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a class club, then the complement S = Ord − A is stationary. For β ∈ S, let F (β)
be the least α < β for which β ∈
/ Aα . So F : S → Ord is a regressive class function
on the stationary class S. If F  T has constant value α for some T ⊆ S, then T is
disjoint from Aα , and hence disjoint from a class club, and therefore not stationary.
So F is not constant on any stationary class. Therefore, the diagonal intersection
4α Aα must contain a class club after all, and so the class club filter is closed under
diagonal intersection.
(2 → 1) Conversely, suppose that the class club filter is closed under diagonal
intersections and that F : S → Ord is a regressive class function defined on a
stationary class S ⊆ Ord. Let Bα = F −1 ({α}) = { β | F (β) = α }. If some Bα is
stationary, then F is constant on a stationary class, and we’re done. Otherwise,
the complements Aα = Ord − Bα each contain a class club. In this case, it follows
by our assumption that the diagonal intersection A = 4α Aα also contains a class
club. But note that β ∈ A ∩ S implies F (β) 6= α for any α < β, contrary to the
fact that F was regressive on S.

Theorem 6. The following are equivalent in GB− for any ordinal κ.
(1) The class κ-Fodor principle.
(2) The class club filter is ≤κ-closed.
The proof is analogous to the proof of theorem 5, if we everywhere replace
diagonal intersections of length Ord by intersections of length κ.
Finally, as we mentioned in the introduction, we can implement one of the proofs
of the classical Fodor’s lemma to prove the class Fodor principle, if we assume a
sufficient class-choice principle.
Theorem 7. The theory GB− augmented with the class-choice principle CC(Π02 )
proves the class Fodor principle. More generally, GB− + CCκ (Π02 ) proves the class
κ-Fodor principle.
Proof. Suppose toward contradiction that F : S → Ord is regressive on a stationary
class S ⊆ Ord, but not constant on any stationary subclass of S. So for each ordinal
α, there is a class club C with F (γ) 6= α for all γ ∈ C. This is a Π02 property of the
class C, with class parameter F . By the class-choice principle CC(Π02 ), therefore, we
may choose such clubs, and so there is a coded sequence of classes hCα | α ∈ Ordi,
where γ ∈ Cα → F (γ) 6= α. Let C = 4α∈Ord Cα be the diagonal intersection of
these class clubs, which is itself a class club and therefore meets S. So there is some
γ ∈ C ∩ S. But since F (γ) 6= α for all α < γ, this contradicts our assumption that
F was regressive on S.
The same argument works for F : S → κ, using only CCκ (Π02 ), since we need
only pick κ many clubs in this case.

We will show in Section 7 that it is consistent relative to KM that the class
<Ord-Fodor principle holds, but the class Fodor principle fails.
Lemma 8. The class Fodor principle is equivalent over GB− to the conjunction of
the bounded class Fodor principle and the class <Ord-Fodor principle.
Proof. The class Fodor principle clearly implies both the bounded class Fodor principle and the class <Ord-Fodor principle. Conversely, if F : S → Ord is regressive
on a stationary class, then by the bounded class Fodor principle, we can first restrict to a stationary class T ⊆ S on which F is bounded by some ordinal β, and
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then by the β-Fodor principle, we can further restrict to a stationary subclass on
which F is constant, as desired.

Consequently, once the bounded class Fodor principle holds, then the full class
Fodor principle is equivalent to the class <Ord-Fodor principle. It follows from the
theorems in section 7 that neither the bounded class Fodor principle nor the class
<Ord-Fodor principle implies the other.
4. Class forcing in second-order set theories
Our main argument will involve class forcing over models of second-order set
theory, and so let us briefly review some of the basics.
A class forcing notion P is simply a class partial pre-order, with maximal element
1, and a P-name is a set or class consisting of pairs (τ, p), where τ is a set Pname and p ∈ P. The check names x̌ = { hy̌, 1i | y ∈ x }, for example, are defined
recursively, and similarly for classes Ǎ = { hǎ, 1i | a ∈ A }.
A class forcing notion P admits a forcing relation, if there is a relation P satisfying the forcing relation recursion, as described in [GHH+ 17]. This is a class
recursion on P-names, by which the forcing relation p P σ = τ and p P σ ∈ τ on
atomic formulas is seen to obey the expected recursive properties. This recursion is
expressible internally in the language of second-order set theory, making no reference to countable models, generic filters or the truth and definability lemmas. One
easily extends the forcing relation from atomic formulas, when it exists, to forcing
relations on other formulas—the atomic forcing relation is the key difficult case.
The theory GBC, it turns out, is insufficient to prove that every class forcing
notion admits a forcing relation, although the stronger theory GBC+ETR can prove
this, and indeed, the main theorem of [GHH+ 17] is that the existence of forcing
relations for all class forcing is equivalent over GBC to the principle ETROrd .
Meanwhile, GBC is able to prove that forcing relations exist for certain particularly well-behaved forcing notions, including all the forcing we shall employ in this
article. For instance, in GB− every pre-tame forcing notion, and consequently also
every tame forcing notion (see [Fri00] for definitions), admits a definable forcing
relation. Such forcing preserves both KM and KM + CC to the forcing extension.
Theorem 9 (Stanley, see [HKS18]). Assume GB− . Every pre-tame class forcing
notion P admits a first-order P-definable forcing relation for atomic formulas (and
hence forcing relations for any particular formula).
Theorem 10 ([Ant18]). Tame forcing preserves KM to forcing extensions.
Theorem 11 ([AFG]). Tame forcing preserves KM + CC to forcing extensions.
Proof. Suppose V = hV, ∈, C i |= KM+CC. Let V[G] = hV [G], ∈, C [G]i be a forcing
extension by a tame class forcing P ∈ C . The tameness of P implies that V[G] is a
model of KM, so it remains to verify class choice CC.
Using class choice, we will argue that whenever p is a condition in P and
p ∃Xϕ(X, Ȧ), then there is a P-name Ẋ such that p
ϕ(Ẋ, Ȧ). Let D be
the dense class of conditions q below p for which there is a class P-name Ẋq such
that q ϕ(Ẋq , Ȧ). The class D exists by comprehension. Let A be a maximal antichain of D. Now, using class choice, we can pick for every q ∈ A, a class P-name
Ẋq such that q ϕ(Ẋq , Ȧ). After this, we do the usual mixing argument to build
S
the name Ẋ, that is Ẋ = q∈A {(τ, r) | r ≤ q, r τ ∈ Ẋq , τ ∈ dom(Ẋq )}.
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Now suppose that V[G] satisfies ∀α∃Xϕ(α, X, A). So there is a condition p ∈ G
such that p ∀α∃Xϕ(α, X, Ȧ), where Ȧ is a class P-name for A. Fix an ordinal α.
By the argument above, we can build a class P-name Ẋα such that p ϕ(α̌, Ẋα , Ȧ).
Again using class choice, we pick for every α, a class P-name Ẋα and put them all
together to form a P-name for the sequence of choices in V[G].

For the following comments, we strengthen our theory to GBC− , adding the
global choice axiom (actually just the axiom of choice suffices).3 Strengthening
tameness, a class forcing notion P is <Ord-distributive, if for any ordinal β and
any
T coded β-sequence hDα | α < βi of open dense classes Dα ⊆ P, the intersection
α<β Dα is dense in P. It is an immediate consequence of <Ord-distributivity that
such forcing is pre-tame, and consequently, such forcing admits a definable forcing
relation. The standard distributivity arguments then show that such forcing adds
no new sets, and so it is also tame.
Strengthening further, we note that if a forcing notion has κ-closed dense subclasses for every ordinal κ, then it follows easily that it is <Ord-distributive, and
consequently it admits a definable forcing relation and adds no new sets.
Typically, the forcing language for forcing over models of second-order set theory
includes the membership relation ∈ and constants for every P-name, for both sets
and classes. The case of V̌ amounts to a predicate for the ground model sets, where
p σ ∈ V̌ just in case it is dense below p that a condition forces σ = x̌ for some
set x in V .
In this article, we should like to augment the forcing language with a predicate
Cˇ also for the ground-model classes, defining for a class name Ẋ that p Ẋ ∈ Cˇ
just in case it is dense below p to force Ẋ = Y̌ for some class Y ∈ C . Note that
this definition involves second-order quantifiers, which will affect the complexity of
forced second-order assertions making use of the Cˇ class predicate. But in models
of KM, as in our application, this will cause no problem.
In the proof of our main theorem, we shall make a certain homogeneity argument
concerning our main forcing notion. Let us therefore define here that a forcing
notion P is locally homogeneous, if for every pair of conditions p and p0 , there are
stronger conditions q ≤ p and q 0 ≤ p0 such that P  q ∼
= P  q 0 . By carrying the
automorphism through the forcing relation, just as in the familiar case of set forcing,
it follows from this that if a condition p forces ϕ(ǎ, Ǎ), a statement involving only
check names, then every condition q ∈ P forces ϕ(ǎ, Ǎ).
Finally, we describe how to construct the forcing extension models. Suppose that
P is a class forcing notion in the model of second-order set theory W = W, ∈W , C ,
which has a forcing relation for it. A filter G ⊆ P is W-generic, if G∩D is nonempty
for every dense class D ⊆ P in C . Every countable model, for example, even an
ill-founded model, is easily seen to admit such generic filters.
Define the equivalence relation σ =G τ to hold when there is some p ∈ G
with p
σ = τ ; and the membership relation σ ∈G τ , when some p ∈ G has
p σ ∈ τ . Similarly define the class relations Ẋ =G Ẏ and σ ∈G Ẋ. The forcing
extension W[G] = hW [G], ∈W[G] , C [G]i is then formed as equivalence classes of set
and class names by the relation =G , which is a congruence with respect to ∈G .
When the model is transitive or at least well-founded, one may equivalently view
3Indeed, in the absence of the axiom of choice it is consistent that an <Ord-distributive forcing
adds sets. For an explicit example, see Theorem 5.1 in [KS20].
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this construction as proceeding by a recursive interpretation-of-names definition of
values σG = val(σ, G) = { val(τ, G) | ∃p ∈ G hτ, pi ∈ σ }, but in the general case,
that recursion is not actually sensible. One can augment the structure with the
ground-model predicates V̌ and Cˇ, as we discussed above.
Finally, one proves what amounts to a forcing analogue of the Loś-theorem,
namely, W[G] |= ϕ just in case there is some p ∈ G with p
ϕ, fulfilling the
desired alignment between what is forced and what is true in the forcing extension.
See further details in [GHH+ 17, §3].
5. The class-club-shooting forcing
We shall now introduce and study the class club-shooting forcing, which enables
one to shoot a class club through any fat-stationary class of ordinals. Generalizing
the notion from sets, a class S ⊆ Ord is fat stationary, if for every class club
C ⊆ Ord and ordinal β, there is a closed copy of β + 1 inside S ∩ C. The class clubshooting forcing QS , for a fat-stationary class S, is the partial order of all closed
sets c ⊆ S, ordered by end-extension. Let us now establish the basic properties of
this forcing.
Lemma 12. Assume GBC, and suppose that S ⊆ Ord is a fat-stationary class of
ordinals. Then the class-club-shooting forcing QS has the following properties:
(1) QS is <Ord-distributive;
(2) it is therefore tame, admits a forcing relation and does not add sets;
(3) it adds a class club C ⊆ S;
(4) it preserves the fat-stationarity of any fat stationary subclass T ⊆ S; and
(5) it is locally homogeneous.
Proof. Assume GBC, and suppose that S ⊆ Ord is a fat-stationary class of ordinals.
Let QS be the class-club-shooting forcing for S. The fat stationarity of S ensures
that any condition in QS can be extended to a longer condition, with order type as
long as desired, and so the union of the generic filter will be a class club C ⊆ S.
It is easy to see that QS is locally homogeneous: if c and d are conditions in
QS , then extend them to conditions c+ and d+ having the same supremum, and
consider the map π defined on extensions of c+ that simply replaces the c+ -initial
segment of a condition with d+ . This is an isomorphism of QS  c+ with QS  d+ ,
verifying local homogeneity.
To prove that the forcing is <Ord-distributive, consider any condition c0 ∈ QS
~ = hDα | α < βi of open dense classes Dα ⊆ QS .
and any coded β-sequence D
We seek an extension of c0 that is simultaneously in all Dα . To find such an
extension, apply the reflection theorem to find a class club E of ordinals θ for which
~  θi ≺Σ hV, ∈, S, Di.
~
hVθ , ∈, S ∩ θ, D
These structures for θ ∈ E therefore form
2
a continuous Σ2 -elementary chain. Since S is fat stationary, there is a continuous
(β + 1)-sequence hθα | α ≤ βi inside E ∩ S, as high as we like. We may assume
c0 ∈ Vθ0 and that β < θ0 .
We construct a descending sequence of conditions c0 ≥ c1 ≥ · · · ≥ cβ below c0 ,
ensuring that cα ∈ Vθα+1 , that θα ∈ cα+1 and that cα+1 ∈ Dα for all α ≤ β. Given
cα , add the point θα , which is in S and therefore allowed, and extend cα ∪ {θα } to a
condition cα+1 ∈ Dα inside Vθα+1 , which is possible because this is Σ2 -elementary
~ At a limit stage λ, let cλ = S
in hV, ∈, S, Di.
α<λ cα ∪ {θλ }, which simply takes the
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union of the earlier conditions and adds the supremum θλ . This is a legal condition
because all θα are in S. After β steps of this construction, the condition cβ is an
extension of c0 that is inside all the open dense classes Dα , and so we have verified
distributivity.
It follows that the forcing QS is tame, and therefore has a forcing relation, and
from this, it follows easily from <Ord-distributivity that the forcing QS adds no
new sets, as we explained in the previous section.
What remains is to show that the forcing preserves the fat-stationarity of any fat
stationary subclass T ⊆ S. Suppose that T ⊆ S is fat stationary. We want to see
that T remains fat stationary in the forcing extension V[C]. To see this, suppose
that Ḋ is a QS -name for a class club, and fix any ordinal β. Let
be a class
forcing relation for QS for Σ02 assertions in the forcing language with parameters
for T , S, and Ḋ. Fixing an arbitrary condition d0 ∈ QS , we will argue that there
is a stronger condition forcing that Ḋ ∩ Ť has a closed subset of order-type β + 1.
As above, fix a continuous Σ2 -elementary (ωβ + 1)-chain of structures
hVθ , ∈, T ∩ θ, S ∩ θ, Ḋ ∩ Vθ ,  Vθ i ≺Σ2 hV, ∈, T, S, Ḋ, i.
We build a descending sequence of conditions d0 ≥ d1 ≥ · · · ≥ dωβ+1 , such that
dα ∈ Vθα+1 and θα ∈ dα+1 and dα+1 forces another specific ordinal into Ḋ above
θα . By Σ2 -elementarity, there is such an element below θα+1 . It follows that
the final limit condition d = dωβ+1 forces that Ḋ is unbounded in every θωα for
α ≤ β and consequently that { θωα | α ≤ β } is a closed (β + 1)-sequence in the
intersection Ḋ ∩ Ť . Thus, d forces this instance of fat stationarity, and so T remains
fat stationary in V[C], as desired.

The class club-shooting forcing will be central to the proof of the main theorem.
In that context, our fat-stationary class S will itself be Cohen generic, a case for
which one can mount an easier direct proof of distributivity. Meanwhile, we thought
it worthwhile to provide the general analysis here.
6. The class Fodor principle is not provable in KM
The main theorem follows from the results proved in this section.
Theorem 13. Every countable model of Kelley-Morse set theory V = hV, ∈, C i |=
KM has an extension V + = hV, ∈, C + i |= KM, adding new classes but no new sets,
with a regressive class function F : Ord → ω that is not constant on any stationary
class.
Proof. Assume that V = hV, ∈, C i is a countable model of KM. We shall perform
forcing in several steps and then take a symmetric submodel of the final model.4
For the first step of forcing, let P be the forcing to add a V-generic Cohen function,
whose conditions are functions f : α → ω for some ordinal α ordered by extension.
Let F : Ord → ω be V-generic for P. Since the forcing P is κ-closed for every cardinal
κ, it follows that it is tame and adds no new sets. Consider the corresponding forcing
extension V[F ] = hV, ∈, C [F ]i |= KM.
4In general symmetric extensions are defined by a group of automorphisms and filters of subgroups. In this paper we can give our models a straightforward description without using the whole
machinery, and so we prefer to avoid introducing this technical tool. See [GH] for an in-depth
analysis of the symmetric models approach.
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For each n < ω, let An = { γ ∈ Ord | F (γ) = n } be the pre-image of n. We
claim that this is a fat-stationary class in the extension V[F ]. To see this, consider
any ordinal β and suppose that Ċ names a class club. We may strengthen any
condition f0 ∈ P to force another specific element into Ċ above the domain of f0 ,
and by iterating this ω-many times, we may find a condition f1 extending f0 which
forces that Ċ is unbounded in its domain. If γ = dom(f1 ), we are now free to
extend further to a condition f1+ for which f1+ (γ) = n. This condition therefore
forces that γ is in An ∩ Ċ. By now iterating this process β many times, we find a
condition fβ+ that forces a closed copy of β + 1 into An ∩ Ċ. So An is fat stationary
in V[F ].
S
Let Bn = { γ ∈ Ord | F (γ) > n }, which is the same as m>n Am . Thus, each
Bn is the union of fat-stationary classes and consequently fat stationary
Q itself. In
V[F ], let Qn be the class-club-shooting forcing for Bn . Now let Q = n<ω Qn be
5
the full-support product in V[F
Q] of all these club-shooting forcing notions.
For any n < ω, let Q  n = m≤n Qm be the restriction of the ω-length product
Q to the first n + 1-many coordinates. This forcing can be seen as first shooting a
club into the fat-stationary class B0 , and then into B1 , and so on, up to Bn . By
lemma 12, each of these classes remains fat-stationary in the next extension, since
B0 ⊇ B1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Bn , and so by induction the product Q  n is <Ord-distributive,
tame, and adds no sets. (We could alternatively argue directly that P ∗ Q̇  n has
a dense subclass that is κ-closed for every κ.)
Suppose that G ⊆ Q is V[F ]-generic for the full product forcing, and consider
the resulting extension V[F ][G]. This will not be a model of KM, nor even of GBC,
since it has the sequence
of clubs Cn ⊆ Bn , added by Q, as a coded sequence,
T
but the intersection n Cn must be empty, since any γ in that intersection has no
possible value for F (γ).
Our desired final model, however, will not be V[F ][G], but rather a certain
symmetric submodel of this model, which we shall argue is a model of KM. Namely,
let C + consist of the classes added by some stage of the forcing Q, that is, the classes
in V[F ][G  n], for some n < ω. Our desired final model is V + = hV, ∈, C + i.
We claim that V + is a model of KM. Notice first that each of the finite-product
models V[F ][G  n] is a model of KM with the same sets as V , because P ∗ Q  n,
as we argued above, is <Ord-distributive. It follows that V + = hV, ∈, C + i, being
the union of a chain of KM models, all with the same first-order part, is a model at
least of GBC. This is because any finitely many classes of C + exist together in some
finite extension V[F ][G  n], where we get all the desired instances of first-order
class comprehension using those class parameters.
It remains to see that V + is fully a model of KM. For this, we need to prove the
second-order class comprehension scheme. Suppose that Z ∈ C + and consider the
class { x | V + |= ϕ(x, Z) }, where ϕ may have second-order class quantifiers. The
parameter Z exists in some V[F ][G  n]. Since this
Qis a model of KM, the forcing
relation for the rest of the product forcing Qn = m≥n Qm , augmented with the
unary predicate Cˇ as discussed in section 4, is definable in V[F ][G  n]. Using the
predicate Cˇ we can express in the augmented forcing language that a class X is in
C + by saying that X is the interpretation of an element of Cˇ by the restriction of
5Everything in the following argument would have worked just as well had we used finitesupport instead of full-support.
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the generic filter to the first m-many coordinates for some m < ω. Furthermore, the
product forcing Qn is locally homogeneous in V[F ][G  n] as witnessed by taking
products of isomorphisms that are constructed as in the proof of lemma 12. Let’s
argue that the question of whether ϕ(x, Z) holds in V + = hV, ∈, C + i is settled by all
conditions in the same way. If there were conditions p and p0 such that p ϕ(ǎ, Ž),
but p0 ¬ϕ(ǎ, Ž), then we could find conditions q ≤ p and q 0 ≤ q and a coordinatewise defined automorphism π of the forcing, as above, taking q to q 0 . Now take a
generic extension V[H] with q ∈ H. Observe first that V[H  n] = V[π(H)  n]
since the automorphism π acts coordinate-wise. Thus, the definition of C + that
results from using H is the same as that yielded by using π(H). But then both
the statements forced by q and q 0 regarding ϕ must hold true in V[H] = V[π(H)],
which yields the desired contradiction. It follows that the class { x | V + |= ϕ(x, Z) }
exists already as a class in V[F ][G  n], definable there using the forcing relation,
and consequently this class is in C + . So V + is a model of KM.
Finally, notice that in this model, each Bn contains a class club, and furthermore,
the sequence of Bn ’s exists as a coded class
T B = { (n, γ) | γ ∈ Bn }, since this class
is definable directly from F . Meanwhile, n<ω Bn is empty, since for any ordinal
γ we have γ ∈
/ Bn when n = F (γ).

It is an immediate corollary of the proof of theorem 13 that the class club filter
may not be σ-closed in a model of KM.
Corollary 14. Kelley-Morse set theory KM, if consistent, does not prove that
the class club filter is σ-closed. It is relatively consistent with KM that there is a
coded
sequence hBn | n < ωi of classes, each in the club filter, but the intersection
T
n Bn = ∅ is empty.
Corollary 15. The theory KM plus the negation of the class Fodor principle, and
hence also the negation of CC and even CCω (Π02 ), is conservative over KM for
first-order assertions about sets.
Proof. Theorem 13 shows that every countable model of KM has an extension, with
the same first-order part, in which the class Fodor principle fails. So any first-order
statement failing in a model of KM also fails in a model of KM plus the negation
of the class Fodor principle.

7. Separating the class Fodor principles
In this section, we shall separate the various Fodor principles we defined in the
introduction.
Theorem 16. Every countable model V = hV, ∈, C i |= KM + CC has an extension
to a model V + = hV, ∈, C + i |= KM, with new classes but no new sets, in which the
class <Ord-Fodor principle holds and indeed CCκ holds for every cardinal κ, but
the class Fodor principle and the bounded class Fodor principle fail.
Proof. Assume that V = hV, ∈, C i is a model of KM+CC. We shall follow the proof
of theorem 13, but here we begin by adding a generic regressive function F : Ord →
Ord, rather than F : Ord → ω. Let P be the class forcing to add such a function
F via bounded conditions, and consider the forcing extension V[F ] = hV, ∈, C [F ]i.
Since this forcing is tame, this is a model of KM + CC by theorem 11.
For any ordinal ξ, let Bξ = { γ | F (γ) > ξ }, in analogy with the classes Bn in
the proof of theorem 13, and define Qξ to be the class-club-shooting forcing for
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Bξ . Consider the set-support product Q = Πξ∈Ord Qξ , and let Q  α = Πξ≤α Qξ be
initial segments of Q. Let Q̇ be a P-name for Q.
We argue that P ∗ Q̇  α has a dense subclass that is κ-closed for every cardinal
κ. Specifically, let D be the subclass of P ∗ Q̇  α consisting of conditions that are
pairs (p, q̌), such that all the closed sets appearing in q have the same supremum γ,
which is also the maximal element in the domain of p, and such that p(γ) > α. This
is easily seen to be dense, since any condition (p, q̇) can be extended to a condition
with a check name in the second coordinate, since the forcing P does not add sets,
and then one can extend all the closed bounded sets appearing in q to have the
same supremum and arrange such a γ and p(γ) as desired. This class is κ-closed
for every κ, simply by taking unions in each coordinate and defining the value of p
at the new maximal element to be above α. Thus, P ∗ Q̇  α is <Ord-distributive
and consequently tame, and it adds no new sets.
Let G ⊆ Q be V[F ]-generic and consider the submodel of V[F ][G] of the form
V + = hV, ∈, C + i, where C + are the classes added by some stage of the forcing Q,
that is, the classes in V [F ][G  α], for some ordinal α. Analogous arguments to
those given in the proof of theorem 13 show that V + satisfies KM and that the
bounded class Fodor principle fails there, since the function F is not bounded on
any stationary proper class. Consequently, the class Fodor principle also fails.
It remains to show that CCκ holds in V + for every cardinal κ, which by theorem 7 implies <Ord-Fodor. Suppose that V + |= ∀α<κ ∃X ϕ(α, X, Z) with a class
parameter Z. Since Z ∈ V + , there must be a stage γ such that Z ∈ V[F ][G  γ],
which is a model of KM + CC by theorem 11. Consequently, V[F ][G  γ] has a
forcing relation for the tail forcing Qγ in the language with the ground-model class
predicate Cˇ. So there is some condition p ∈ Gγ (the generic filter for the tail forcing
Qγ derived from G) forcing that for every α < κ̌, there is a class X in V + such that
+
ϕV (α, X, Ž). For each α < κ, the class of conditions q deciding that there is a witness class X added by some specific least stage β is dense below p. Since the forcing
Qγ is locally homogeneous, all such conditions q must agree on this ordinal β = βα ,
the least stage by which α gets its witness class X. Since V[F ][G  γ] |= KM, the
sequence of βα for α < κ is bounded in the ordinals, and if β = supα βα , then p
forces that every α < κ has a witness class X in V[F ][G  β] satisfying ϕ(α, X, Z)
in V + . We now switch ground models and move to V[F ][G  β]. In V[F ][G  β],
fix an ordinal α and a class X such that V + |= ϕ(α, X, Z). There must be some
condition q ∈ Qβ forcing that V + |= ϕ(α, X̌, Ž), but then by local homogeneity of
Qβ , the statement must be forced by all other conditions as well. Now recall that
V[F ][G  β] is a model of KM + CC by theorem 11, and hence it can collect for
every α < κ, a witnessing class Bα such that V + |= ϕ(α, Bα , Z) into a single class
B. By definition of V + , we have B ∈ C + . Thus, we have verified that CCκ holds
in V + .

Essentially the same arguments give the following.
Theorem 17. Suppose V = hV, ∈, C i is a countable model of KM + CC and κ is a
regular cardinal in V . Then V has an extension V + = hV, ∈, C + i |= KM in which
CCλ holds for every λ < κ, so, in particular, the λ-class Fodor principle holds, but
the class κ-Fodor principle fails.
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Finally, we separate the bounded class Fodor principle from the class ω-Fodor
principle.
Theorem 18. Every countable model V = hV, ∈, C i |= KM + CC has an extension
to a model V + = hV, ∈, C + i |= KM, adding new classes but no new sets, in which
the bounded class Fodor principle holds, but the class ω-Fodor principle fails.
Proof. We use the model V + = hV, ∈, C + i from the proof of theorem 13, and also
use all the notation from that proof. The difference is that we now also assume CC
in V. It suffices to show that the bounded class Fodor principle holds in V + . Let
H : S → Ord be a regressive function on a stationary class S in V + . The class H
is added by some stage V[F ][G  m] for some m < ω. Let Sα = { γ | H(γ) < α },
and note that α < β → Sα ⊆ Sβ . If no Sα is stationary in V + , then for each
α there is stage n = nα at which Sα becomes non-stationary in V[F ][G  n].
Since the tail forcing Qm is locally homogeneous, this nα does not depend on G
and the function α 7→ nα exists already at stage m. So there must be some n
occurring for unboundedly many α. So unboundedly many Sα and hence all Sα are
nonstationary already at this stage V[F ][G  n]. But this is a model of CC, and
consequently satisfies the class Fodor theorem, contradicting that H is not bounded
on any stationary class in this model.

8. The class Fodor principle is invariant by set forcing
In this section, we shall show that the class Fodor principle is preserved by set
forcing and that set forcing cannot make the class Fodor principle hold in a forcing
extension if it did not already hold in the ground model. The main preliminary fact
is that after set-sized forcing, every new class club contains a ground model class
club. This is because if a condition p Ċ is a class club, then the class of ordinals
α such that p α̌ ∈ Ċ is closed and unbounded, by the class analogue of the usual
argument for κ-c.c. forcing and club subsets of κ.
Theorem 19. The class Fodor principle is invariant by set forcing over models of
GBC− . That is, it holds in an extension if and only if it holds in the ground model.
Proof. Assume GBC− , and consider a set-forcing extension V[G] = hV [G], ∈, C [G]i
of V = hV, ∈, C i, where G ⊆ P ∈ V is V-generic.
Suppose first that the class Fodor principle holds in the ground model V, and
suppose that F : S → Ord is a class function in the extension V[G] that is regressive
on the stationary class S ⊆ Ord in C [G]. Let Ṡ and Ḟ be class P-names for which
S = ṠG and F = ḞG . In the ground model V, for each ordinal α choose a condition
pα ∈ P forcing α̌ ∈ Ṡ, if possible, and deciding the value of Ḟ (α̌). Since S is
stationary in the extension and therefore meets all ground-model class clubs there,
it follows that pα is defined on a stationary class of ordinals. Since P is a set, it
follows by the class Fodor principle that pα = p is constant on a stationary class S0
of ordinals. For α ∈ S0 , let E(α) be the value of Ḟ (α̌) that is forced by p. This is a
regressive function on S0 in the ground model, and so by the class Fodor principle,
it is constant on a stationary subclass S1 ⊆ S0 . So p forces that Ḟ is constant
on Š1 , which remains a stationary class in V[G], since as we observed before the
theorem, every new class club contains a ground-model class club. So p forces this
instance of the class Fodor principle in V[G]. In particular, by relativizing below
any given condition, there can be no condition forcing a violation of the class Fodor
principle in V[G], and so it must hold there, as desired.
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Conversely, assume that the class Fodor principle holds in a set-forcing extension
V[G] = hV [G], ∈, C [G]i of V = hV, ∈, C i, and that F : S → Ord is a regressive class
function on a stationary class S in the ground model. Since every new class club
contains a ground model class club, S remains stationary in V[G], and so by the
class Fodor principle in V[G], the function F is constant on a stationary class in
V[G]. So F −1 ({α}) is a stationary class in V[G] for some ordinal α. But this class
exists already in the ground model, and therefore must be stationary there. So the
class Fodor principle holds in V, as desired.

The downward absoluteness of the class Fodor principle can be easily generalized
to Ord-c.c. class forcing, for which also every new class club contains a ground model
class club.
Question 20. Is the class Fodor principle invariant by pre-tame class forcing? Is
it preserved by such forcing? By Ord-c.c. class forcing?
9. Fodor on higher class well orders
Let us consider an analogue of Fodor on class well-orders beyond Ord. Namely,
if Γ is a class well-order of uncountable cofinality, then we have sensible notions of
club in Γ and stationary in Γ, as well as notions of regressive functions on Γ.
First, let’s notice that class well-orders have cofinality at most Ord.
Lemma 21. Assume GBC. Every class well-order Γ contains a closed unbounded
suborder of type Ord or type κ for some regular cardinal κ.
Proof. Suppose that Γ is a class well-order. If some set is unbounded in the order
Γ, then we can find a cofinal κ-sequence for some regular cardinal κ. So assume
that no set is unbounded in the order Γ. In this case, let a0 be the least element
of Γ, and define aα+1 to be the Γ-least element above aα and above all elements
of Vα , and aλ to be the supremum of aα for α < λ, when λ is a limit ordinal. It
follows that the class { aα | α ∈ Ord } is an unbounded subclass of Γ of order-type
Ord.

Thus, every class well-order Γ has a cofinality κ ≤ Ord, which is the smallest
order-type of any closed unbounded subclass.
Let us briefly note that in GB, even without the global axiom of choice (or AC
for sets), one may always take the underlying class of a proper class well-order Γ
to be Ord. The reason is that if Γ = hX, /i is a proper class well-order, then the
underlying class X is stratified by ∈-rank. So we can enumerate the class X in a
set-like well-ordered manner, enumerating first by rank and then by the Γ-order
within each rank. This provides a bijection of X with Ord, and so Γ is isomorphic
to a relation on Ord.
Theorem 22. Assume GBC and the class Fodor principle. Then for any class
well-order Γ, every regressive class function F : S → Γ defined on a stationary
subclass S ⊆ Γ is bounded on a stationary subclass T ⊆ S.
Proof. Suppose that F : S → Γ is regressive on a stationary class S ⊆ Γ. By lemma
21, there is a closed unbounded subclass C ⊆ Γ of order type κ ≤ Ord. It is easy
to see that S ∩ C remains stationary in Γ. Define a class function F0 : C → C
F0 (a) = sup{ b ∈ C | b ≤ F (a) }, which presses the value of F (a) down to C. The
class function F0 is regressive on C, and is therefore isomorphic to a regressive
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function on κ. By the class Fodor principle (needed only for the case κ = Ord), it
follows that F0  T is constant for some stationary subclass T ⊆ S ∩ C. The class
T remains stationary in Γ, and it follows that F (a) is pressed down always to the
same element of C for a ∈ T . Thus, F (a) is bounded by the next element of C for
a ∈ T , and so F is bounded on a stationary subclass of S.

One cannot expect in general that regressive functions on class well-orders exceeding Ord will be constant on a stationary subclass, since if Γ is a class well-order
exceeding Ord, then by lemma 21, there is a closed unbounded subclass C ⊆ Γ of
order-type at most Ord, and we can define F (γ) to be the Γ-order type of the
Γ-predecessors of γ in C, that is, the set { α ∈ C | α <Γ γ }. This order-type is
strictly less than Ord, and so the function F is regressive on the part of Γ beyond
Ord, but it cannot be constant on any unbounded subclass of Γ.
10. The strength of the class Fodor principle
It follows from a result of Ali Enayat about expansions of models of ZFC to
models of GBC + CC(Σ11 ) that the theory GBC together with the class Fodor
principle is equiconsistent with ZFC.
Theorem 23 (Enayat [Ena]). Every countable recursively saturated model of ZFC
has an expansion to a model of GBC + CC(Σ11 ) with the same sets. 6
A model of ZFC is said to be recursively saturated if it realizes every finitely
realizable recursive type p(x, a) with parameter a, where a type p(x, y) is recursive
if the collection of Gödel-codes of formulas in the type is a recursive set. By closing
under realizations of recursive types in ω-many steps, it can be shown that every
countable model of ZFC has a countable recursively saturated elementary extension.
Corollary 24. The theory GBC together with the class Fodor principle is equiconsistent with ZFC and is conservative over ZFC for all first-order assertions.
Proof. This follows immediately from Enayat’s theorem by observing that every
countable model of ZFC has a countable recursively saturated elementary extension,
and the elementary extension has an expansion to a model of GBC + CC(Σ11 ), and
so, in particular, the Fodor principle holds there.

In a further work it would be interesting to study in which natural models of
ZFC or GBC the class Fodor principle holds or fails.
Question 25. Suppose 0# exists, and consider the GBC model hL, ∈, Def(L)i,
where Def(L) has only the first-order definable classes with set parameters. Does
this model satisfy the class Fodor principle?
This model has some weak forms of Fodor. Namely, if F : S → Ord is definable
from the indiscernible parameters iξ0 , . . . , iξn and some indiscernible iξ with ξ > ξn
is in S, then F is constant on a stationary subclass. In this case, all indiscernibles
above iξ must also be in S, and moreover, F has the same value on all of them.
But there are stationary classes in this model, such as Cof L
ω , which do not contain
any indiscernibles, so that observation does not settle the question.
6If the ZFC-model has a definable global well-order, then its definable classes satisfy GBC +
CC(Σ11 ). Otherwise, we force with Add(Ord, 1) to add a global well-order class and the classes
generated by the generic global well-order satisfy GBC + CC(Σ11 ).
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The question is related to stationary reflection. Namely, if S ∩ κ is stationary
in κ for some large enough κ, where Lκ ≺ L, then consider F  κ. There must
be α < κ with F −1 ({α}) actually stationary in κ, hence definably stationary in κ.
Apply elementarity. So F has constant value α on a stationary class.
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